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Figure 1: (a) Passive haptic learning gloves. (b) Web app for active and passive practice. (c) Active practice on light-up keyboard.

ABSTRACT
Passive haptic learning (PHL) is a method for learning piano pieces
through repetition of haptic stimuli while a user is focused on other
daily tasks. In combination with active practice techniques, this
method is a powerful tool for users to learn piano pieces with less
time spent in active practice while also reducing cognitive effort
and increasing retention. We propose a demo combining these
two learning methods, in which attendees will engage in a short
active practice session followed by a passive practice session using
vibrotactile haptic gloves. Attendees will be able to experience the
effects of passive haptic learning for themselves as well as gauge
their mastery of the piece with a final performance at the end of
the demo.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); Haptic devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Traditional piano learning methods often focus on learning theory
and techniques, practicing new pieces, and rehearsing previously
learned ones. Passive haptic learning (PHL) offers an alternative
method for practice and rehearsal, accelerating the learning pro-
cess and improving retention [2]. We focus on a self-paced piano
learning method that combines passive haptic learning with active
practice to accelerate learning and reduce cognitive load required
from practice.

As opposed to active learning, passive learning is “caught, rather
than taught” [7] and can result in learning even without motivation
and effort [11]. PHL utilizes vibrotactile stimulation to passively
teach piano by applying an intensive repetition of instructional cues
directly to the fingers [4]. Prior research has shown that learning
occurs whether or not audio accompanies the tactile cues [8] and
that PHL does not occupy user attention during learning [5] [6].
In more recent research, piece selection has expanded from single
hand melodies to two-handed chorded pieces [10].

Our current research efforts are focused on studying the idea
of passive haptic rehearsal - where active practice sessions are
accompanied by separate passive learning sessions - to further
increase retention and mastery of piano skills [3]. We hope that our
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Figure 2: (a) Public corpus (b) Passive session menu

demo will serve as a way to further understand the benefits of PHL
as well as raise awareness of alternative piano learning methods.

2 PASSIVE HAPTIC LEARNING SYSTEM
The PHL learning system includes a pair of haptic gloves, a Bluetooth-
capable tablet (a Samsung Galaxy Tab A8) and a Casio LK-S250
keyboard with light-up keys functionality. The gloves contain five
vibration motors (Precision Microdrives 310-103) at the base of the
fingers and the electronics contained in a 3D-printed case at the
back of the palm to protect from sweat, dust, and other damage. Us-
ing the vibration motors, the gloves repeatedly stimulate the user’s
fingers in the order in which the piano keys are played. The gloves,
being fingerless, do not interfere with the user’s daily tasks. The
gloves are self-contained, and do not need a continuous connection
to an external device to operate. The right glove controls the left
through Bluetooth LE. The battery life of the gloves is around three
hours.

The tablet is used to gain access to our web app, which allows
the user to create an account and interact with a song in multiple
ways. The user can view sheet music, play the song with audio
and visual cues, and record their own performance of the song.
All users have access to songs in a public corpus that they can
learn, and they can also upload their own songs as MusicXML
files, which are processed and stored in their account. Our web app
software uses the computational musicology library music21 for
processing and interacting with digital scores [1]. When a new song
is uploaded to the web app, the song is processed in two ways: first,
to automatically produce fingering data for each note in the song

(for tactile vibrations) and second, to chunk the song into smaller
“lessons”, since passive training optimally works on short segments
of 10-17 stimuli [9]. These “lessons” are repeated multiple times
during passive training. The web app allows the users to connect
the tablet to their PHL gloves over Bluetooth LE and to the keyboard
over USB. Once connected, the user can initiate passive training
sessions, with various adjustable parameters such as duration of a
practice session, which lesson to learn, and the number of times it
is repeated.

The above passive training is meant to be used in coordination
with active training using a technique of the user’s preference.
These techniques could include using sheet music, or using light-up
keys on the Casio keyboard. The Casio keyboard can demonstrate
the song by playing the audio and lighting up the keys in synchrony,
after which the user tries to repeat the song, and this process can
be repeated multiple times.

3 DEMO OVERVIEW
Our demo will provide a unique experience for attendees to in-
teract with the entire PHL hardware stack and experience PHL
during the conference. The demo will begin with a short active
practice session (to provide a baseline) and an introduction to the
system lasting around five minutes in total. Attendees will be given
an introduction to the web app - notably its active and passive
practice functionality. Then attendees will attempt to play a short
pre-selected two-hand piano piece on a keyboard after they have
seen the song “played to them” through the web app, the keyboard’s
step-through sheet music, audio, and the keyboard’s light-up keys.
This piece will be carefully selected for it to be accessible to people
with little to no musical background. The attendees will then be
given an introduction to the PHL glove interface and will wear the
gloves for the next hour as they attend the next conference session
and complete their daily tasks. The demo will conclude with a per-
formance where attendees will complete the same exercise done
at the beginning and listen to a recording of their performance to
gauge their mastery of the piece. The estimated total time of the
demo will be around seventy minutes. By demonstrating the system
and having attendees experience PHL firsthand, we hope to bring
awareness to the idea of passive training through haptic feedback
technology as well as receive general feedback from the wearable
computing community on our system and research efforts.
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